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Ag Data Alliance at a Glance 
What is the Ag Data Alliance? 
Due to the challenging economic downturn in Agriculture, Moody’s Analytics has responded to the needs of the market and 
developed a series of risk measurement tools to assist Lenders in identifying, understanding and communicating risk both internally as 
well as externally to their borrowers. 

The basic premise of the Ag Data Alliance is to pool data to enable better decision making through: 

1. Peer Benchmarking: Internal
2. Peer Benchmarking: External
3. Ag Scorecard

Peer Benchmarking: 
1. Provides the ability for Ag Lenders to compare and benchmark their Ag Producer to other “similar” Ag producers within their

institutions Lending Cloud portfolio, or at a State, Regional or National level
2. Provides the ability for Ag Lenders to select graphs to benchmark the individual vs. their peer group using the FFSC (Farm

Financial Standards Council) ratios
3. Provides the ability to save these configured settings within each Ag Producers file
4. Provides the ability for Ag Lenders to create a “Value Add” service by visually showing Ag Producers how they compare to

their peer groups and why their operation may be higher risk
5. Provides the ability for Ag Lenders to show Loan Committee how their individual Ag Producer compares to other similar Ag

producers

The Power of Visualization: 
Lending Cloud will provide “easy to comprehend” reporting that Ag Lenders can leverage both internally with Loan Committee and 
externally with their Ag Producers to better illustrate risk and opportunities. 
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What Differentiates Moody’s Ag Peer Benchmarking: 
Moody’s Analytics provides over 25+ years of analytic expertise in the Agricultural arena and currently has Lending Cloud deployed in 
1 out of 5 Ag banks across the country. With Moody’s depth of analytics, Ag knowledge and adaption of Ag institutions using Lending 
Cloud, Moody’s has aggregated the largest “data lake” of Ag financial statements within the nation. This pool of Ag financial data 
provides Ag Lenders the ability to confidently compare borrower to peers and leverage that information to better position their 
institution’s “Value Add” and ascertain Risk early. 

Ag Scorecard: 
Moody’s Analytics has deep industry experience in creating “predictive models” based on commonalities in historical performance, 
and provides Ag Lenders better risk assessment during this economic downturn in Agriculture. The Ag Scorecard will allow Ag Lenders 
to quickly leverage this predictive model along-side their internal Risk Rating model to ensure validity, or could be used as a pre-
screener to help determine the quality of financial data (Green / Yellow / Red) and whether the Lender needs to gather more financial 
data, proceed with short form approval, or walk from the loan. 

The Power of Visualization: 
Lending Cloud will provide an “Ag Score” that can be compared quickly to your current Risk Rating grade of the borrower and 
displayed visually to Loan Committee can understand both the risk and opportunity this credit presents. 

What Differentiates Moody’s Ag Scorecard: 
Lending Cloud data is standardized.  Moody’s Analytics is able to pull and use data from hundreds of participating institutions to 
make robust models. Moody’s Analytics provides over 25+ years of analytic expertise in the Agricultural arena and currently has 
Lending Cloud deployed in 1 out of 5 Ag banks across the country. With Moody’s depth of analytics, Ag knowledge and adaption of 
Ag institutions using Lending Cloud, Moody’s has aggregated the largest “data lake” of Ag financial statements within the nation. This 
pool of Ag financial data provides Ag Lenders the ability to quickly ascertain Risk and potential opportunity on both current Ag 
borrowers as well as Ag prospects seeking new funding sources. 
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